Moontime in Junetime
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There are certain times for
In a cozy corner

loving, There are times to bill and coo, It is
cooing, When the lights are turned down low, Is the
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Lovers are not fussy, time for turtle-dov-ing When the moon nods How-dy-do Now some
 favored place of woo-ing For some lovers that I know. But the

Lovers are not fussy, They can spoon at night or noon; But the
time and place for love words, That for me can't come to soon, Is the

Time for me is moon-time, In the rosy month of June.
loving time of night birds 'Neath the old romantic moon.
REFRAIN

Moon-time in June-time
Is the time for tales of love,

Juno-time in moon-time
While the night birds coo above,

Just a-roaming long hand in hand,
Look in eyes, say hearts understand,

Moon-time in June-time
Is spoon-time for love.